1. Introduction. Let r be a Jordan curve in the extended complex plane C. T is called a quasiconformal circle if it is the image of a circle by a homeomorphism / which is quasiconformal in a neighborhood of that circle. If q(zi, £2) is the chordal distance from z\ to 22, the chordal cross ratio of a quadruple Zi, 22, 23, 24 in C is , . g (Zl,Z2) g(g3,Z4) Xv2i, 22, 23, 24) = -7 v-} r . g (21, 23) g (22, 2 4 ) Ahlfors [2] has shown that a Jordan curve T is a quasiconformal circle if and only if SUp {x(2l, 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 ) + Xfe, 2 3 , 2 4 , 2i)} is finite, where the supremum is taken over all ordered quadruples on T. Definition 1. For k G [0, 1], a Jordan curve T in C is a k-circle if (1) x(2l, 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 ) + x(22, 2 3 , 2 4 , 2i) ^ 1/fe for all ordered quadruples of points on T.
For k = 0, condition (1) is vacuous, so a 0-circle is an arbitrary Jordan curve, while if k > 0, a ^-circle is a quasiconformal circle. Since the chordal cross ratio is invariant under Môbius transformations, it is easily verified that a 1-circle is a Euclidean circle or straight line. Thus as k runs from 0 to 1, the class of ^-circles interpolates between arbitrary Jordan curves and the simplest Jordan curves. For each k £ (0, 1], the curve consisting of the two rays arg (z) = =b arcsin (k) is a ^-circle.
Aharanov and Kirwan [1] 
Proof. For r > a the circle \z\ = r separates s' from oo, hence contains a subarc separating z' from oo in C -D. The endpoints a. and /3 of this arc separate z' from oo on dD. Thus inequality (1) may be applied to the quadruple a, z', 0, oo. We thus obtain |« -z'| + | 2 ' -/3| ^ | |a -0|.
Hence z f must be inside an ellipse with foci at a and 0 and eccentricity &. If we let 2c = \a -/3| and 6 be the semi-minor axis of the ellipse, we have
. In order to satisfy \a\ = \/3\ = r, \z'\ = a and z' inside the ellipse, we must have (a + b) 2 ^ r 2 -c 2 which leads to
Thus the complement of D* includes the arc
))\ which is more easily described as
Covering of radial segments.
We first obtain a boundary distortion result. \4(7r -arcsin &)/ For cp ^ 7T -arcsin fe/2, equality is attained only for the function
where f k is the function denned in Equation (3) and T is the function (2) However, by Theorem 1, we know l{<p) and l{ -<p) are separately greater than or equal to l/K so we have the better estimate
In order for the minimum to be attained we must have r 2 = {2/K) sin ç and ftfi = h {{2/K) sin <p) which requires r\ = r 2 , and we must have equality at each step in Inequality ( hence
for some self map, 5, of U. Normalization of F then requires S{z) = iz and the proof is finished.
The inequality (5) which was used in the proof of Theorem 2 has the following interesting interpretation. 
